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Special Agent Kathryn Dance -- introduced in The Cold Moon -- stars in the latest thriller from New

York Times bestselling author Jeffery Deaver.   When Special Agent Kathryn Dance is sent to

interrogate the convicted killer Daniel "Son of Manson" Pell as a suspect in a newly unearthed

crime, she feels both trepidation and electrifying intrigue. Pell is serving a life sentence for brutal

murders years earlier that mirrored those perpetrated by Charles Manson in the 1960s. But Pell and

his cult members left behind a survivor who -- because she was in bed hidden by her toys -- was

dubbed the Sleeping Doll.   Pell has long been both reticent and unrepentant about the crime. But

Dance sees an opportunity to pry a confession from him for the recent murder -- and to learn more

about the depraved mind of this career criminal. But when Dance's plan goes terribly wrong and Pell

escapes, leaving behind a trail of dead and injured, she finds herself in charge of her first manhunt.

As the idyllic Monterey Peninsula is paralyzed by the elusive killer, Dance turns to the past to find

the truth about what Daniel Pell is really up to. She tracks down the now-teenage Sleeping Doll to

learn what really happened that night, and arranges a reunion of three women who were in his cult

at the time of the killings.   The lies of the past and the evasions of the present boil up under the

relentless probing of Kathryn Dance, but will the truth about Daniel Pell emerge in time to stop him

from killing again?
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There can be no doubt Deaver is a master of plot twists. In the past, his novels have kept me



guessing throughout the story. Unfortunately, somewhere along the line he became known as a

"plot twist writer", and started adding more and more to each story. In "The Sleeping Doll", I'm afraid

he's gone so far as to almost seem a parody of himself. There are so many plot twists in the story

that the only plot twist would be if what LOOKED LIKE was going to happen actually DID.Let me say

it like this (and none of this happens in the book so I'm not giving anything away, but it happens

LIKE this): The victim is home helpless as the killer sneaks into her house...he raises a knife to kill

her...BUT the victim knew the killer was coming so it's actually a cop dressed as her waiting to stop

the killer...BUT the killer knew the victim would be ready for him, so he waited outside while sending

in a flunky to do the actual murder...BUT the FBI knew he'd do this so they waited outside to catch

him...BUT he figured someone would be watching so he... You get the idea.Books like "The

Vanishing Man" and of course, "The Bone Collector" showcase Deaver's style at his best. His two

short story collections are perfect examples of suspense fiction. But lately it seems like his editors

have been wanting him to focus more on the twists, and now the entire story is nothing more than

one after the other.The last five minutes of "The Sixth Sense" took your breath away because of the

plot twist ending you should have seen coming but never did. If the whole movie had been that

same way, you'd have walked out of the theater in frustration because nothing at all is as it seems

at any point in time during the story as the rules keep changing every few minutes.
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